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ABSTRACT
Man leaching metds itVIClt ase VWa conceptual knowledge isIndependent Of
the situations Inwhich itislearned and used. The authors exariife One such mnethod and argue
that its lack of success is a derect result of thiis assumoption. Drawing on recent research into
learning in everyday activity and not Just in the h!gh" speocialized conditons of schtooling, they
claim that knowledge Is not findependent Wu,rather, fundamentally "situated, beng in pan a
product of the activity, context. and culture in which illis developed, Teaching, however, often
overlooks the central. but restrictive, conlributon mnade by the actiites, Context, and culture of
schools to what isWearned there. Atheory of situated knowledge. by contrast. calls for learrung
and teaching metods that takce these ito account. As an alternative to conventional, didactic
methods, therefore, the authors propose teaching through ocognilve appoeWicteship' (Collins.
Brown, and Newm.,
I9M). They examine two exampl~es of mathematics leaching that exhibt
imp~rsn features Of thi approach.
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INTRODUCTION
Des*l embedded in our Sooiety Is a profoundly Mllaing, theoreical sePralon
betwee knorwri anid dat. Tft folk ctugo 1esI of 10y0w how and knOW a efle his. but thes
divsion extends well beyond 110& categoies. Much cuGWtM ~GOn1111 science, philoBophy Of
nmd, and ar~oiniteagece, for sae,
r asumnes thae knowing is a proems that can be
separated from the acvlAS and situations in which It Is used. And many of the practices of
conventional lech aoling exhibit the same assumpgtion. Thus G.B. Show could make his notorious
comtment tha -He who can, does. lie who cannot. teache." An understanding of the
ineepa*1iy of knw n rd doifg. which we argue for in t paer leads to a distinctly different
view of teacing (see. for exule,~f Dreyfus anid Dreyfus 1966 and IHarouturian-Goro 1988)
and a more enightened appreciation of good teachers.
In his epigram, Shawi encapeufated. wnlaitty but concisely. conventional edu~cational
assi mtioris that knowledge can be usefluly regarded as sef-contained and discrete. and that it
can be adequately transferred from teachers to students in the activities vf the classroom
independent of the activities in which that knowledge might normally be used. Knowing, in this
view, is assumed to go on in heads and teaching to go on in classrooms isolated from the
complIexity of the world outside, from which astract knowledge can successfully be distilled. A
growing body of research that focuses on cognition Ineveryday activity. however, is beginning to
undermine the plausibility of these presuppositions' Knowing (and not just learning), this
research suggests. is Inexticly sitate in the physical and social context of its acquisition and
use. t cannot be extracted from these without being irretuievably transfonmed.
If knowledge is situated, then many conventional assumptisons must be questioned. In
pariclair, a situatd theory of knowledge chalenges the widely held belief that the abstraction of
knowledge from situations is the key to transferablity. An exaininatior of the role of situations in
structuring knowledge Iicates that abstraction and explication provide an inherently
Iripoveflshe id often mislagdIrig view of knowledge. Knowledge is fundamentally a coIAN work inthis -mIstoa Vrsase or Ibeset degre bulk upon foundstloneal research ol actiit theonsts such
as Vygulk*. IewNlleW.mid hes . ftr emampse of recee work uon which we hare d~ no Rop" &Md
Laoa Wes.1W4 Sclb m-111114. lHimhhie inpress, Engesirom 1957. Lava and Weqer. inprspwuegg. and
i p5I iul Lave IM7 1556 120kb illillf inp epsato Anyone formiter wiht Jew taoes werk ani
ltemn. mp reehip. and eveitydey cognition will rmaize at once that we are deelply inetdto her
gmrondbes"n wodi.

Vt

productilon of the mind and the world, which goe wool and warp need each OWhe o pfmdic
texture - o oouiretan othewise kWohae psmle. It aisipmsisl o capture the densely
interwoven nature of conceoua Wwwedge comlaiely ine@pWcitmsrt
wourtcs
In Part I of thi paper, we explore, Ina consciusly speculative way, AMs how cognition Is
slotited.2 Knowledge. we claim. Ispartially snbedded Int social and phyalcal world. And theme
erubeding cIrc sane allow people to share the burden of solvin problem effichienly.
Learnin Is the process of constructing robust understanding out of this sort of embedded
activity. Such an approach to learning and knowledges offers. among other things, new Insights
into pedea"ia practices. These we address inPart 11.Inparticlar, atheory of situated cognition
he"p explain 'cognitive appetlcsl (Coins, Brown, and Newmnan 1969). In methods &f
cognitive apprenticeship, teachers deliberately deploy the emnbedding circumstances of
knowledge to help students construct robust understanding.

I

SITUATED KNOWLEDGE AND LEARNING ACTIVITY

1

LEARNING AND ILEA NING ACTIVITY
Miller and Guldeas (1987) work on vocabulary teaching shows how the assumption that
knowin and doing can be separated leads to a leaching method that ignores the way situations
structure cognition. Their work describs how children are taught words from dictionary
definitions and a few uprooted exemplary senences. They compare this method of teaching with
the way voculary is n~ormally lWrned outside school.
starfl~

Pepegenerally loon words in the context of ordinary communication. This process is
fast aid successful. Mler and Gildes note that by listening. taling, and reading the

And oum
purpose Istw ftm g*V~i acft, wm*WvL. We hope merly to present the flavo ol asituewd theory
of cogntio and o suggest whot 4 might P",.pvfaaty"for education,
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average17yea-old haslearne voosiuy # a ne of.000wos per yew(13 prday) fove
16 yews. Sy contrast. eanfig wordsl from deiriNonaand sentencs aStraded fromn the conte0Xt
oftn.a omwmicallon. the way voabulay haes often been twght, Is slow and urocceisful.
There Is barely enough classroomtirm, MN~rWaf Glfe sugge, to teachimr than 00to 200
aWo useless inpracem. They
wO.~cper yew. Moreove, nuichof what istaUMN lim out to beak
gvthe folowing examples of students uuln vecullay acquird ti way:
Me aid my parents correlate. because wthoi themn I wouidn't be here.

I wes medailes aboui faft off the cO.
The redress for gplin welt when you're sk isto stay inbed.
I relegaied mny pen pars lete to her house.
Mrs. Morrow stitnulated the soup.
The news is my toens.
COur tandy e*to"

3
a OL

Given the method, such mistakes seem unavoidable

Teaching from dictionaries

assumes that definitions and exemp~lary sentfences are self-contained "pieces' of knowledge
But words and sentene wre not islands. entire unto themselves. They rely on the context in
which they are used--and not Just the linguistic context--to be understood. Language use would
involve an unremiutting Oorlrontation with ambisguity. polysem~y, nuance, metaphor, etc were it
.

not for the eMWrlnuWslC help that the coWUex of an utterance provies (Nurnevg 1978).
Prominent among the intricacies of language that depend on extralinguistic help are
indexCa words--word Ik@ I. here, now. next tomorrow. afteowards. this, which thoroughly ground

interpreUdonIn allualons. Ineia em

etoeta ne

3 7mwapmsed

rmore plaily pointto,a pai of

bnsy definlons that led OW Oxwo o #ee sewesnces e as Welows: Covrelute be
reltedoneto
he the~ mI~d. vry greul;r~e sremdy; rWdegal: sen away'. stilnaieae styup;
Ienet doctelne helda true eade: eat out. As they were gwen these defins with Ut or no cMontfuel
be quit unlair o regard the students as fooish for usig the we.as in thus way.
help.4 F1would

3

theulu~a
whchconiuridonIsbeig
k
oA~~e.~They arenot muuly contedtsenulve;
they are comletely coded~ dependent They can only be tunderstood In relion to specific
Situations. from W iIndexicals are, Or tho purpose ot ifteproew inseparable. Adifferent
codtedt for Ifor now produced a different nmmlg. These Wne"de words rely on a gr"a deal of
contxtuA, axtralinguistic ilomnistlon to be urderiood. And surpr~il,*all wrscan be seen
as at leas parialy indexical (Barwis and Pony 1963).
Experienced readers implicitly understand that words are situated and therefore ask for
"the rest of the sentence' or other contextual Information before committing themnselves to an
intersrtallon of aword. They go to dictionaries with itated examples of usage in rind. Then
the contex as well as the dictionary support the interpretation and continually refine a perss
understanding of a word. Learning from dictionaries; alone. Ike any method that tries to leach
abstract concepts independent of authentic situations, overlooks the way understanding is
acquired and developed through continued, situated use. This involves complex social
negotiations. which never crystallize into a categorical definition. Because it is dependent on
swtations and noglotatioiii, the meaning of a word cannot, in principle, be captured by a
dictionary definition and a couple of exemplary. but uprooted, sentences alone Yet the students
who produced the sentences above were given only definitions. with no suprt from the context
of normal discourse. Dictionary definitions were assumed to be self-sufficient. The extralinguistic
props that structure, constrain, and ultimately allow interpretation in normal communication were
ignored by the teaching proess, and the students, as a result, had nothing to help knitw possible
interpretations. And what they learned in the process was therefore either useless or deeply
mnisleading.
AN knowledge is,we believe. like lanuage. Its constituent parts index the world and so
are Inextricabl a produel of the activity and situations in which they are produced and used
Because new siluatln. negotiations and activilies inevitably recast Mhem in anew, more densely
textured form. Oncept codinualy evolve with each now occasion of use. Thus all concepts-even apparently waS-efied abstract tehnical cocepts --are always under construction. They
are never wholly definable, and they defy the sort of cate'olorical descriptions that are

Ain loigiiuics llreuuf. acmufts of mdrleilly usualy use the term dents, See fworxample Filmore (1974)

4

conentOnal used Int teaching: pert of ther mwnk Is
whithey wre used.

hlay
nteled from the contexts in

LEAMNING AND TOOLS
To explore the idea tha concepts wre both situated and progressivel developed through
activity. we shouild abandon once and for all any notion that a concept is some sort of abstract,
self-cortained, substance. Instead, Rtmay be more useful to consider conceptual knowledge as in
somne ways sinis to a set of to0ls.5 Tools share seral significant features with knowledge; in
particular, both can only be fully understood in use. and both. Itfully understood, change the way
their users look at the world.
2

If knowledge is thought of as tools, we can illustrate Whiteheads (1929) distinction
between the more acquisition of inert concepts and the development of useful. robust
knowledge. It is quite possible to acqwre a tool but to be unable to use it Slifty. itiscommon
for stuent to acq*ir algorithms, routines, and decorwexttuaied definitions that they cannot
use and that therefore ke inert Urlortunaly. this problem is not always apparent. Old-fashioned
pocket kni~ves. for exaniple, have a device for removing stones from horses hooves. People with
this device my know what it isfor and be able to tlk wisely about horses, hooves, and stones.
Sut they may never betray--or even recognize--that they wouldn't begin to know how to use this
iniement on a horse. Sm~aarty. students can oilen manipulate with apparent com~petence
algorithms. routines, and definitions they have acquired and yet not reveal--to their teachers or
thermelves--that they would have no idea what to do if they came upon the domain equivalent of
ahm~In hOrs.
By contrast, people who use fools in authentic activity actively build an increasingly rich
inipic understarng both of the tool themselves and of the world in which they use those
wgMIntaly narrow. iscontinually broadened through use. Learning arid
tl. Their u dsit
acong are. as a result. Interestingly lnisnct. learning being a continuous. his-long process
resulting Irom actinI situions.

- . @f sumeo. not rgnl For Oie wev Itisdevelpe hers, though. we are particularly irdebWe
Si nep
io RWhard Bu~.. who explored itduring a aympoewm organized by the Secretary of Education of Keritucky
and to DN.Perim's book Knowled as Onign (1986)

A£A

beWemen of$s and knoawlsdge, between "mudWialol and
To develo this ooclon
conceptual tools, a ile k~.er Itcan be rnoted that lerning how to use a tool Inweles; far more
tha can be accounted for in any set of explici rules. The occasions and conditions for use arise
directly out of the context of ailvitles; of each coniiur~y or culture that uses the to. frane by
the way meonbers of that culture m the world. The culture and Its cultural viewpoint. quite as
mruch as the too itell. determine how a tool Isused. Thus. carpenters and cabinet mvaers, for
exarnple, both use chisels and hjnrier. but each profession uses themn quite differently. These
differeces reflect fthviewpoint and Insights of the mernbers of each particular culture. The
cultures viewpoint, a prodict of its activity, Is only gained through entering that culture Thus. It
Isn't possiblet to use a tOol fully and app aVriatel without ener"n te culture micn t isused.
observing practitioners at work, and engaging in authentic cultural act"vit
Conceptual tooft similarly relc the curmulalv wisdom of the culture in which they are
used and the insights arid experience of individusals Their meaning is not invaniant but aproduct
of negotatio within a culture and of practice in authentic activity. Again. approrate use is not
sirnply a function of the otIr cccopt alone. it Isa function of the culture and the activities in
which the Concept has brtn developed and used Just as carpenters and cabinet makers use
chisels differently. so physicst and engineers use mathematical lorrimile differently. Activt,
concept, and culture are interdependent. No one can be totally understood without the other
two. Learning must therefore involve all three. Teaching methods. however elton try to impart
abstracted conceptual tools a fixed. well-defined. independent entities that can be explored in
protoitypical exarmples and textbook exercises. But such teaching denies students the access to
either the activity or the culture that they need in order to develop an active understandong of a
particular concept.
To talk about academnic disciples, professions. or even manual trades as comnities or
cultures maey seem strange. Yet practitioners in each of these areas are connected by far more
than their a tenl tasM. They are bound by inricate. socially constructed webs of belief. whiich
makce it possible to methem as cultures (Geertz 1963). and which are essential to interpreting
what they do. The activities of most cultures are urilathomnable. urlezs the are viewed from within
the culture, for mfenbership of a culture provides a Meof cultural eyeglasses that are the key to
Underetaning Old COrv1n Out its activities.

6

The aihire. Its b*ag sylMM wW the way ItUSesG t tol-whethe they aWe MUMa Or
conceptuat.-deternfines the way practoflr se the world. And the resungv way the world
appelirs r-cipocayalI.lathe belist syste uid heacvty. Aevlty.acuir.aud tools form a
caulex ~irdpenent
w~Vupwl uN UWMhinel,sderntare too ollien pHesente
with only,a pwt of ofte comone. They am aslked 10 tle Vi ne
i~ptual ols of a dCO
019e without
bein afte to look through t wara eyeomsess. To leamn to use tools a practitoners use them.
student, Ake apprentices, must be enabled to enter that community and its culture. Thus. in a
agWWlcM way. learning is.we beleve,. aprocess of enculkiralion.

LEARNING AND ENCULTURATION,
Enculburatin may, at first, appear to have little to do with learning. But itis,in tact, what
people do in learning to speak, read. and write or to become school children, office workers.
researchers and so on. From a very early age and throuhout their lives, people, consciously or
unconsciousl, adothVe behavior and b"e sysemof new socilgroups. Given the chance to
observe and practice in situ the behavior of members of a particular culture, people pick up
relevant Oargn, intute behavior. and gradually sta to act in accordance with the Culture's norms.
though these am often recondite and extremely complex. Students, for instance, can qjasckly get
an isipicit sense of what issutable dicon, what makes a relevant question, what islegitimate (and
also ilegtimate) behavior in a particular school activity. The ease and success with which they
adop the school culture (as opposed to the intricacy of describing what it entails) belie the
immense sagruticance of the process and obscure thve tact that what they pick up is a produci of
the aMMin aurs rather than explicit teahi.
3

The practice of cortenporary schoo"n. however. usually deny students the chance to
enage the relevant doan cuiture. because that culture isnot in evidence Although students
we show the toob of marty acadeeic: culkres In Mhe coursle of a school career, the pervasive
aikare thW they obserive. No Which they F- 11"I Ie.anid wihsome enter quit effeClively is the
pervasive culhw ol sco Me ifsel-a cufture that can unintentionally be quits antithetti to
SchoolM
beco me the domninant cultural trwmwot wi~i which manty
usfUl da~nle~
stdet assinlst what OWe tamr. &u fthway schools use ctonatties (or math formulae or
histoica analyses) isvery different from the way practitioners use them (Schoenfeld. in press)

7

Thug; tudents may pas school-b=e exame (adistinctive pot of the School Mulur) but stil n0t
be able use a domlts conceptual lools in aberic practice
Before ft"e can use the tools of a domain Inthe way a practitioner uses them-elther
formally or iniornialy-studeals need to see the actiit from the practiftnes cullural slandoil .
But this standoint is the product of domain actiity, not explicit teaching. You cannot tell
appreiic carpente., how to hit the bUMt end of a chse and assume they can Infer the practices
of carpentry. Arid you cannot present students with some of the uprooted conceptual ideas of a
domain and typical textbook examples and exercise and assume that they can Inter the subtle
belief system Impliit in the cultures use of those concepts in the world.
This is not to suggest. however, that all students of mathematics or history must be
expected to become professional mathematicians or histonians. Rather, we claim that in order to
learn these subjecls (and not Just to learn abou them) students need much more than abstract
concepts and self -contained examp~les. They need to be exposed to practitioners using these
tools in the authentic, ill-defined problem of their world. It is from this sort of activity that the
cultures belief system-the key to understanding its behavior-can be Inferred and adopted.
Thinking mathematically doesn't necessanily include grappling wilh the unresolved problems of

the subject. Mathematicians can thnk* mathematically about apparently trivial issues. As
Schoeifelds teaching shows (see below), even relatively simple problems can be used to tease
out the way a mathematician looks at the world and solves emergent problems The process may
appear inlorinal. but Itis nonetheless full-blooded, authentic mathematical activity., it can thus be
deeply informative for students--tn away that textbook examples and declarative explanations are
not.

4

ACTIVITY
Inno"in the centrality of ..-lvity to learning and knowledge, we have leaned heavily on
the as yet urcdellned concept of authetic or approlorlate activty -As a result of our discussion of
cultures and enculluration, we are now Ina position to clarify and explore these terms a little

4.1

AuthentIc ActIvIty

Lke a tool, activity Is only undersood with regard to a particular culture and its belief
system. it cannot be understood In Isolation. EachAlurmpclyeraeasetoflevant
activitdes-some of which it may not even recognize expiitly--and constructs meaning and
purpose itn relation to them; conversely, the common activitles, tools, and buel systems are what
help to define a particular culture. Authentic activity is simply the ordinary activity of the
practitioners in a culture, or activity which is coruent with their ordinary activity. In order to enter
a culture, to develop its belief system, and to understand its goals, those are the activities that
need to be undertaken.
Again. t is worth stressing that authentic activity is not only done by people who are
already experts; it is not necessarily work in the forefront of the field. Apprentice tailors (Lave
1988a). for instance, begin by ironing finished garments (which tacitly teaches them a lot about
cutting and sewing). The activity is simple. valuable, and absolutely authentic. Students of
Palincsar and Brown's (19P4) reciprocal teaching of reading may read only elementary texts. but
they nonetheless use authentic strategies common in some form or other to al readers. The
students in Miller and Gildeas study, by contrast, take part in a pedagogical activity that is not even
congruent with the normal behavior of practitioners.
School activity tend to be hybrid-nimplicitly framed by one culture while explicitly being
attributed to another.

Most classroom activity inevitably takes place within the culture of

schooling, but it Is attnbuted by both teachers and students to the cultures of readers, writers.
mathematicians, historians, and so on. What students do in school thus lends to be a sort of
ersatz activity, distorting both what is learned and the culture to which it is attnbuted.
This sor of School a8ttvity Is very different from what we have in rmind when we talk of
authentic domain activity because it is in important ways not congruent with what a domains
authenic practitioners do. Much school work has becomes a highly specialized. seUl-cordirnmng
activity In a culture of its own. When, for pedagogic purposes authentic domain activities are
traneferred to the classroom, their context is usualy transmuted; they become classroom tasks
and parl of school culture. Classroom procedures are then applied to what have become
-'JmsomtMks. As a result. the system of learning and using (and, of course, tesing) con rean
hermeticaly sealed within the sell-cowlrming culture of the school. Consequently, contrary to the
am of schooling, success within this culture often has lttle bearing on performance elsewhere

9

Math woird problems. for instanice. wre geerway encoded ina sytx iddctin 1hal is
common ongy to other math problems. Thus the word problems of a textoo from 1479 are
Instantly ecognUMbl today (Lave 1965). MaOy of Woays word problemrs, howver, are as
foreign to contemporary authent m practic as they are to the Math practic of 9we OWlen
centry. By particialing In t ersat acowliy studients rk misunderstanlding entirely what
pracltionesrs actually do.
Most classroom tasks are inevitably ersatz because. intheir creation, apparently peripheral
features of authentic tasks (Ile the extrallnguilic supports involved in learning vocabuilm) are
dismssed as "noile from which saflen features can be abstracted for the purpose of teaching.
The features of terwironment that people actually use to perform mathematical cabcildons. lor
instance, are not Included in word problemns (see section 4.2). Classroom exercises assume that
such calculations; are peorrmed solely through abstracted mathematical algorithmns. Inall actiwity.
the context offers an extraordinarily complex network of support for aNl practitioners, and. as a
result. its absence vitiates the learning exercise. Furthermore, the source of such support isoften
only tacitly underskood by practiiers, or even by teachers or designers of simulations. Even
well-planned classroom exercises can, therefore, completely tail to provide the supporting
conlextua feature that allow authentc actiit. At the same time, students may come to rely on
features of the classroom context. Inwhich classroom tasks are inevitably embtedded. that are
wholly asent in authentic activity. Thus, much of what is learned inschool may apply only to the
ersat activity. VNwas through such alil~y tha I was foarned.
4.2

Activities of Students, PractItloners, and JPFs
The ite that most school activolty exists Ina culture of its own he"p explain many of the
Gifculis of cullivating robust domain tearning In school. Jean Lave's ethnographic studies of
learnin and everyday actt (19688) reveal how schools can divorce students from the activities
gand culur tha
menintg and purposes to what Ithe learn elsewhere. This Is the separation
between what Reuict calls Ilrg
in and ot of ScOoW (196). Lave focuses on the behavior
of JPFs ("s plan lft) and records that the ways they learn we quite distinct from the ways
student we epea t to learn.
Three categories primarily concern us here: JPFs, students, and the practitioniers to
whose status both JPFs and students aspire. Put most sin'Vly. when JPFs want to learn a
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symbols
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concepts
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The second and now more conventional option is to etter a school as a student. Schools
do seem to demnand a qualitative change in behavior, however. What the student is expected to
do and what a JPF does are significantly different. The studenit enters the school culiture. wtule
ostensbl being taught someothing else. And the general strategies for intuitive reasoning.
resolving Isaus, and negotiating maning tha pope develo through everyday activity are
superseded by the prose. well-defined problemse, f
definition, and syrnbol manipulation
toa chamlefte muWch -chooa
as*Aly.

Oth JP.ma minus. have mom to a&&Awe Oaw e i hol Laos &iW
Walgu (inppmwN at a
Ologino Pee10i 'Pamhtw inOWiu ly. And. fo, at
anse
o-prel
Nip a OF~ usualy has to dD a
giell del ofawk. We we no frI*
" to eges nyin inVql moe
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of enoluration.
Modkof howm t-stiy I*mua~ly how hard i oe be. Wefte IP1, -. we e-. Isrot quafttlvly dllMOMM
from what peol do a90
te ta, adcon the behavwo n be*e systms of te peers

We try 10 epreeh t deoeilly in TWO 1.which owe
practiloner, &Wx -u~v -kx bhor

dmi featulres of JPF,

This t"e (somWha Me ft JPPV pblens Isa WesE dllnsd. Ii t isatneds to
hopemloeappereri hebnONIVONw sfttbsen
li
JPP wxt pradtew acivity. Bothhave
their SActMbesSItutd Inthe culiws Inwhich OeW wor will*n which they negotiae meanings and
constuc unertadig The Issues and p oblei -hat
they Umc ss out of. wre defined by,
and are reolve within the contreiwt of their belief system and the actvity they wre pursuing.
Laves work (iti0Mi) provides a good example of a JPF engaged in auithetic activity
using the coNext Inwhich an issue emerge to help finid a resofluion. The examiple comes from a
study of a Woo*t Watchers class, whose part~cpat were preparin their carefully regulated
meals under Inrucition:
In this case they were to fix a serving of cottage cheese. supposing the
amountlaid out for the meal was three-quarters of the two-thirds cup the
program allowed. The problem solver in this example began the task
mruttering OWa he had talten a calculus course incolg. .. . Then after a
pause he suddenly announced that he had "got Vt From then on he
appeared certain he was correct, even before carrying out the procedure.
He filed a msasurini"aM tWo-thirds full of cottage cheese. durnped itout
on the cutting board, patted It Into a circle. marked a cross on it. scooped
away one quadrant, and served the rest.
Lawes account icel bWong out the cenral feame Of this exampile
Thus. UaM three-quarters of two-thirds of a cup of cottage cheese' was
not jg the problem sMotment but as the soflution to the problem and the
praocedr'le lor solvng it. The setting was pen of the calculidng prces
@s and
the soflution wSa"i~l the prole statement, enacted with the settin..
At no Urns dd the Weigh Watcher check his procedure agarat apaper and
pencil algoithm. which would have produced 3/4 cup x 213 cup a 1/2 cup
Insad, the col iice of the problem, setti ng.md enactinent was the
Means by which checldng to plece. (19Mb: 166)
The detlers soklion path was extremely expedent and dre' on the sort of inveniveness
OWt shoswe
#Ws*A
e aet ost ,P WdPprane It - N-C to~m nali of the scOvIty.
theresources avibf . dwdth
ororecion requre in away that problem soloin that relles

on stracled knoiadedg anot TM* Inweeie pmbls
ing see sdOn deFple-d on the
dater sot the problem inthe cordex ofRIgo-g a**y. w prvided hm with puNieOed
acess to the oliam path he clo.

(Tl prlbly a

for lie oealnt
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eoxpressed

bore bO.N"qn hMs caculMM. He wau able tom te pe
and Its resouton in terms of
tme measum
pa
p. Gun boed aM hWe. AcO
ol u
(ooking-klie ut
d.mWQ moved abs*ely in slrp throu0hout Ot procedure because of the way the problem
seen and the task was perWe.

road to a me
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was

The whole micro-roiine simply became one mor step on the

Knowing and doing vire hiedcld and inseparl.

ThIssr ol prolem solving. cadled out incor, clo h with te envlmnment, stands quite
distinct from the dea of processing solely Inside heaos to which many teaching practices
subcrib.

By off-loading part of the cogniive task onto the environment, the dieter automatically

used his environment to help solve the problem. In doing this, his actions are not in any way
exceptional; they resentle mary ordinary JPF and expert practices. Scribner (1984) records, for
instance, how complex calculations can be perlormed by practitioners using their environment

directly., n to cae go s4d. do"y indes used the coripation of crates they were flng
and emptyIng almost as an embedded abacus. Nor are such problem-solving strategies trnied to
the physical or social environment. This sont of reliance on situation can be seen in the work of
physicists, who me 'through" formulae onto the situations of an envsioned world, which then
provide

Aupport
for Inlerences and approximations (deKleer and Brown 1984)

Hutchins's (in

press) study of Intrcate naval navigation also records the way people engaged in difficult
collaborative task* disObute the burden throughout the environment and the group.

The

resulting cognitive activity can only be explained in relation to the entire context in which it takes

place. "When the contex

cogniton Is lgnore.* Hutchins observes. It is impossible to see the
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inole Inggin bhetween the two cannot be iled from the arm~axt inwhich which the are
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so even though students are expected to behave differently. they WevitaIy do behave
Ik te Pthehey weeand s~olv le06their problem intheir ownsituatd way. Schoerield (in
press) describes math students using well~nown strategies, such as the position of a problem in
aparklar page or section of a book 1where the WOrs
questions at t end of chapters are always
simleones,andithfst uuealydo
de
and
conpts froar~erchpter) or teomurnceia
particular word Inthe problem (e.g.. left* signals a subtraction problem), to find solution quickly
and eflidinly. Such ploys Indicate how thooL learners really are situated, and how they
always lea on the ervibedding otxt for hel. Within the culture of schooling this cain obviously
be very effeclive. INA the school situation isextremel specilized. Viewed from outside, where
probles do not come in text books. an un"Icknwled- dependency on such school-based
~ ~~cues
momie the learhing extrmel fragile.
Conversely, though schootin seekts to encourage probem solving. it disreard most of
the Inveintv heuristicsat studenits bring Io the clasrom. instead of deploying such

Wnveivenes to good ~fet schools tend to daiss Itout of hand. Itthus imp"ctl devalues not
OuM ladlthul hoeutsm which may be froole, bt toe whl process of Inv*vl stucturing
cosplimandsolvng probleie. Lose (19M) wecbhes how some adenle feel it necuesayto
diepise efelve I!Negn s tha te9ahes @belewve op eem have been solved in the
saollappssved way. I OMde to Kqed how t sont of peubleb
on can be deployed
(WfllthwulhInP lIN).1110110he"uIAt411havesomeemtlo deao how Pg NonIs
uiured by 211111111Me
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Inlam fahow knowledpe utbe ulatd InfVieseaton welMylocu ie, in ar
adnmeiy farleM way. the medimristns whereby silluations in Ie wool structure atri''ledge.
Language. it is now widely recognazed, Is situated. A proposition, as we pointed out
above cant only be correctly luterpeted in the corwext of the situatin inwhich itisused. This, we
clirrk is a&W true of knmowldg ball. Ume an Indexical propoulton, knowleidgei Videxes the
situatioin that pmd~ice Nt.without which k Is.in mhe end, urilroeille. Sktuations we thus Inlegral
componentis of knowing.
To gras this ides of indexing. It is perhaps helpful to rernerriber the associaton of
word index with pointing (hence the term index fingot) and signs. Indexical propositions
situated somewhat in the way that signposts are. Signposts are not universal statemrents
sp Biay
situated Vropositns.- whose meaning depenids very much on where they stand.
toe interpreted correcIly the signpost mus!t* ient'ie r'l;"' si~uat1

S
s:-,

ea

the
are
but
To

ej

Oakland 7. San Francisco 15 needs to be Quite specificaly situated Itrelates its component oarns
by indexing the situation in whbCh it is placed
Face-to-face conversations enable people to interpret index"ca expressions because the
indexed features of the sitaton we immuiediately available, though people are rarely conscious o1
their contribution Their importance becomes apparent. however. in commufl'cations Detweer
people at a distance. Then indexica expressions become problematic until ways are found to
secure their Interpretation by situating their reference (see, for instance, Rubin 1980 on the
difference between speech and writing).
Autor of a colaborieve work such as thi one will recognize the problem itthey have
ever discussed fte paper over the, phonle. at you say herr is not a very useful remark.
-Her In thel seating needs WI efaboates description (such as 'pop 3. second paragraph. third
serdlsoe wd an ~e 1W lo "a conversaire a cros-s purpose. The proablemi gets harder
Incoilerence calls whe o becomes as amiIguois, as heret isunclear.

suc te0m (whAih Isanahgoui we haKi lo classoomn
descuipbons of actt replacl g avlt4t. Soe non of &MMwe
P1age .iad unde$Wanng
beCOMmnwh mNoePrOblno idmalc
k
la*WnMe vkidy WoAipew Thy, mea signpost,
draw Wtie or no atle~o 10 ftheelme. They do not liherenlly add Jo tile fificulty o1
ua,drpso
aain
in which the oaxbutsbnplrovide esasuil uctue orth
iscourse. Desmdpdns, by ounpulson, are at beat translucent and at worst opaque, Inrg
emphatically betlween spealher and thesir subject (They are less like a signpost and more Ike a
map, which requires extra stepe of intespreive work to iscover its relatioshi to the situation.)
The audence has fiSt to locus on the descrllonts and try to Interpret them, mhen fin what they
might refer to, and only then can thes proposition in whc they are ersteddd be understood.
However elaborate, a description does not merely replace the indexical word, Wusas a map
Whe
dosaMo' repF-

P

doesn't replace a signpost. The more elaborate the description is in an attempt to be
unarMrupous. the more opaque ItIs indanger of becomng. And as Perry argues (1979). Insome
circumstances, the indexical term simply cannot be replaced.
Knowledge, we suggest. simnilarly indexes the situations In which atanses and is used.
without which .t cannot be fully understood. The embedding circumstances efficiently provide
essential pants ol its structure and meaning. So knowledge. wriach comes cooed3 Dy aic:
connected to the activity and environment in which it is developed is spread across i's
component pants--some 01 which are in the rmind ano some in the world--as the final picture on a
jigsaw is spread across Its component pieces.
Indexical representations developed through engagement in a task may greatly increase
the efficiency with which subsequnt tasks can be done, if pan of the environment that structures
the representations remains invariant. This is suggested by the abiity to performs tasks that
cannot be described or remembered in the absence of the situation. Recurrng features of the
enVIroment1101 Seem 10 affo1rd recurrent sequences of actons Memory and subsequent actions. as
knots I handkerciels and othe aides menxiires reveal, wre not context4ldependert. Routines

(Agre 198S) may alO be a product of thi son of indexicaftaton. Thus authentic activity in
contxtbecomes acentralownponet of learnhng.
As Mdudofhjr (i press), Pee (1930). and others point out, the structure ol cognition Is
widely distributed throughout the environment, both social and physical. The environment
therefore contributes Impoirtantly to indexical representations people form in activity These
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In lerig leanIng. for ewople, te eIgalWeMd lsiindl o a wondlisdeveloped
aM extendd through subent use and social negoilon.w Uoug each use Is no les
situated. Miler and Gildea describe two stages to this process. The first, in which people learn the

word and assign it a semannt category (e.g., the word olive is first

sgned to the general

category ol color word), is

ckliy dons. The second, in which distnctions within this semantic
category (e.g.. belween olve and other colors) ue expcred as the word occurs again and again.
is a far more gradual process. which "may never be completely firished (1987: 95) This second
phase of word learning corresponds to the development through activity of all conceptual
knowledge

The threadbare concepts that initially develop out of activity are gradually given

texture as they are deployed in different situations.

In the ensuing situations, the

app ailpiasless ol the word Is teed aInd. as with ON conceplual knowledge, each appication has
the potential to change an individuar's understanding of both the wgrc and the world--the iwo are

interdependent.
Out of tmhs sor, of continual activity ;rows an increa, -;Iy rore dense
conceptual knowledge that is ennched by each application in situalions.
descriUb

. lexiie:

Eagleon

1983;

reading as just Such an enriching process, through which people continually change

how they read and this. in turn changes what they are reading
that in order to read. people apply a code to a text

He begins with the assumnvtion

This is analogous to the deployment of a

culural belief system in orr to undertake a cultural activity that we described earlier That belef
system is Ite constanly changing as a m"u of the ativity it supports
In aWplfng a code to the text, we may fid that it undergoes revision and
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LEARNING THROUGH COGNITIVE APPRENTICESHIP

5

COGNITIVE APPRENTICESHIP
In discusaing tools, culture, activity, JPFs, and situated cognition, we have been
accumulating a set of characteristics of human learning and reasoning that we feel school
practices need to nonor. Tnougn inere are many innovative :eacners. scr.oois. ana scic.
programs that are exceptions. prevalent school practices still br-.aiy assume ma, .no%!ec-e s
individual and self-structured. that Schools are neutral Yvan respect to what is lea'ned in them trmat
contcepts are abstract and immutable and independent 01 the actvity in which they are acquired
and used. and that JPF behavior is somethn to be discouraged.
Cogntve appenticeship (Collins, Brown, and Newman 19891 methods, by contrast, tr !o
enculturats students M~ authentic practice through authentic activity and social interaction in a
way siffilr to that which is evident-and evidently successful--ifl craft apprenticeship. In this
seiction. we siswne*two examples of mathematics teaching in an atiempt to elucidate how Some
of the characterustics of teethin we have discussed can be honored in the classroomn
Teaching of Proiblem Solving-Thining Mathematcally
Schoehlits iseahig of prablem - v0ng (1966. in press) alternp to show colege
student how I* think mathematically about Vhe world, how to so* the world through
matheneiclans' eyes and thus how to use the mnathemnaticians tools By deliberately enigaging
5.1

Slchoete

stuent Inmtwac mhefgae w aae he reashes well beyond the nculc
of paoblemso0ng Miles. His met much more
1aMoOly pAvdes odest wit go
tappodtwiy to
user the a¢ure of miheinsef pis, which enobls lhem o u tos
pracmoners.
A a mns to genIess apinMesO snrc
V
gud
ar
per Ils students to
see and engage In mathsmallcs as a sense-nicfn pursuit. Schoeold has students buing
problems to ass that he an they Invsslgesl. The approach Is distinctive because
conventionally, before graduate school, low tuldents get the opportunity to see their teachers
engaged In mathenutlci prae -yet the student ae, nonetheless, expected to understand
the nature of that pslics.
In one cao (Schooeld, in press), he and his class faced the problem of the magic
square (see Fig. 1). Though the problem is relatively straightforward, the collaborative work
Inwolved in solngItwd, lpotaly, In analyzing the wsutlon helped reveal to the class the way
mathematicians look at problems. The class woked lectively through a number of strategies, in
which, on relection, they recognized more general and more powerful mathematical ideas. Thus,
from discussing whether 9 can go in the center of the square. they developed the Ideas of
"ocusling on key points that give you leverage.' and "exploit[ng] extreme cases." Although
Schoenfeld may seem only to be teaching strategy rather than subject matter, he is. more
fundamenally, building with his class a mathematical belief system around his own and the class's
intuitive responses to the problem.
Figure 1: The Magic Square Problem (from Schoenleld. in press)
Can you place the lOft 12.3.4.5.6.7.8.9 in the box to the
not. w OtW the sum of the do along each row. each
coAimn. &ndeach dagonal is the same? Th conmpoed
a rma, s,.
__x

1S

n i mm
- un-,mu, ,

,m m ,m~m~m~m

A an cfn # h i o di in e~etathefmaotlos. rot inthe cultre of
echooki he done no sp a what Inafr at lmol oe, i ns the and: an wer.m
Are we done? Inmost mihem-dof classes the a~o Is*)w.' Early InMhe
wsester mny students A may -yes.- ansecing me to go oan to another
pobfie i My answer. however. Isa resounding *ro.O In momt diesm. socalle Vroblns an exercles; you we done when youve shown that
yauv nuhterd Ihe ruvat tectinique by gefling the aimer. (MS. p.34.)
His class's goal. by contrast. Is to understand the mathematical nature of magic square,
and it Is in paot by doing t~that the be*e systemn is exehilmlted. The clans went on to explore
other possiblermegiat qwmeeand therebydiscoveredgenew principles (eg.. an algebraic form
for debathing themn). This process a&s led I*som further generaizable mathematical strateges
that are les commonly seen in classroom practice. such as workirng forwards Irom an intit~
soluion. using systematic generating proceduares. and having more than one way to solve a
problem. Schoordeld is careful to emphasize that &Ithese strategies are ilustrated in action.
developed by the class not declared by the teacher. The be"e system isinsated inthe only way it
can be. through practice i which t students actively take part.
5.2

LaMpertS Teaching of Multtptlcatl

Lamrr~t (1966) also involves her students in Mathematical exploration. wich she tries to
make continuous with their everyday knowledge. She has devised methods for teaching
mathemnatics to fouthl-grade students that load from sdet'ivlctunderstanding of the world
beyond the classroom, through saivity arid sociai construction in the culture. to the sort of robust
learring tha direct teaching of algorim usually tfat to achieve.
She starts teaching multiplication. for exam*~l. in the context of coin problems. because
in the Community of fourth-grade Students. there is usually a strong. implicit. shared
undmertnding of ooing; newt she has the students create stories fo multiplication problems.
drawin on their RrrOIc knowledge to dellneate differn examp~les of multilcalon. Then she
he"e them Iowad the s*Wc algorithm that everyone learns for mnuitdlgt 'ThitlpAfion. in the
contiext of the coin p ohmaIII and stOrIIe It coumnunll has created. Thus. Larnpie presents the
algowih as one more uset Weraegy to help themn resolve comuity problems
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Yaht. because we have the same number of
pirs and day NI have 4 b
Nsi each.

The *i ~e of Lwe"" teecng
@
Msf
MdnM
UpWn po
phlem- -. Kich as "sng
oly nclwis ad peuuls, inie 82 cets". Vlth ith problems. Lamper helps hor students
explor ther

impck

knowledge. Then. in the secod phase. her sludents create stones tot
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multplcatlon problems (see ig. 2). The students Weuorm a sodae ol decoWMpots aNd
dsover ta themi Isno oemagody OW deompoeon Per-ed by maholt. AM more and
l

usiefu decipah

, whos

ss Jd

Ih

oext

problem to be O

and

the ifterS of the problem sovers.
The third phase gradualy Introduces sdeets Io the standard algorithm, now that such an
alorptw has a meening and a pupose in their onhunlity. The sMudnts start with an extended
procedure that parallels the story problem above. Eventually they find ways to shorten the
process and tey usudy arive at the standard alorithm. Wsying their findings with the stories

they had creaed e, er.
Lampert hopes to develop a composite understanding of four different kinds of
mathematical knowledge:

(1) intuitive knowledge, the kind of short cuts people invent when

doing rnuplcation problems In authenbc settings: (2) conpjtaonai knowledge, the basic
algorithms that are usually taught; (3) concrete knowledge, the kind of concrete models of the

aigolthim associated with the stories they created; (4) pnncqded knowAle. the principles such
as soclatvty an commutallvivy that underle the algoithmic manipulations of numbers She
tnes to inculcate an inseparable under-tanding of all o these kinds of knowledge and the
connectlom between them. and thus to bridge the huge gap that emerges from much
conventional teaching between conceptual knowledge and problem-solving activity--between, as
we characterized them at the beginning, knowing and doing
Lampes approac

exhilbts several qualities of social constnction and situated cognition

that exemplify cognitive apprenticeship
by beoinning with a task embedded in a familar activity, it shows the

students the legitimacy of their impict knowledge and its avallabebty

scaltolding in apparetl urtanmiar tasks.
are not
by poinkig to dlereit d ca ipotillm. stesms that heu
abeolle. Ibu a1sessed with respe to a particular task-and that even
0lgo-Ohms Cn be amessed inOfi way.
by aolaung sadsrt to generate their own soluton paths. It heips make
them conudis, creative mmers of the culture of problem-solvng

m

sh-m1clens. And. Inenc:.luraln throtu

this activity, they acouire

some of the culre's tools-a shared vocabulary and the means to discuss.
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reflect upon, evaluate, and validate community procedures in a

collaborative proes.
Schoenfeld's approach. on the other hand. points In particular to the way in which students can
be exposed to the authentic ways o thinldng of a culture and Its conceptual viewpoint, as much as

to its subject mtter.
In the terms of cognitive apprenticeehip. we can represent the progres of the students
from embedded activity to general principles of the culture as follows:

Figure 3
apprenticeship

collaboration

World/

Activitg

reflection

Generality
._muie Generalt

L
coac hi ng

multi ple
practice

Larticulation/
making
apperent

In this sequence, apprenticeship and coaching begin by providing modeling in situ and
scaffolding for students to get started in an authentic activity. As the Students amn more selfconfidence and control, they move into a more autonomous phase of collaborative learning,
where they begin to participate consciously in the culture The social network within the culture
helps them develop its language and the belief systems and promotes the process of
enculturation. Collaboration also leads to the articulation or manifestation of strategies, which can
then be discussed and reflected on This in turn fosters generalizing. grounded in the students'
situated understanding.
From here, students can. as we have suggested use their fledgling conceptual
kncorledge to see their activity in a new light, which in turn leads to tMe further development of the
conceptual knowledge. and so on. This, then suggests a helical process (Fig 4) rather than the
inear process outined In Fig. 3:
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Figure 4

Cognitive apprenticeship attempts to develop densely textured concepts out of and
through contintng auhentic activ*t. The term is closly a~e to our imae of knowldge as tool.
Cognitive apprenticeship supports learning in a domain by enabling students to acquire. develop.
and use conceptual tools in authentic domain actiit. )ust as craft apprenticeship enables
apprentices to acquire and develop the tools and skills of their craft through authentic work at and
membership o1 their trade Through tis process, apprentices enter the culture of practice So
the term aroenticoship hows to emphasize the centrality of activity in learning and knowledge
and highlights the inherently context-depenident, situated, and enculturating nature of learning
And appenficeship also suggests the paradigm of situated modeling. coaching. and fading
(Collns. Brown, and Newman 1989). whereby teachers or coaches promote learning first by
nxmodln thewr strategie for studns in authentic acOivy. Then teachers and colleagues support
a student's attempts at doing the task. And finally they empower the student to continuie
independent of the teacher. The progressive process of learning and enculturation perhaps
argues that Burton, Brown, anW FWschers (1964) Increasingly complex iiicroworlds' should be
replaced by Increasingly complex enculturatin erivlonmns.*
-- esi techniqe actually reach well beyond the
Caot" iemphasies that apniM
physical ls usually associated with apprericahi to the kinds of cognitive skills more normally
associated with conventional schooling. This extension is not as incompatible With traditional
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app eof~- nIt may a *ars9geM The PI Il
oft
ls uaiy e"Mae wt appristasehip
en1dKYNIP
rUebepr
$koigsi
90a~atcpiesdsUor~mu
doing Is
correct. Certainly many Pro%@"*on Vwih genersiy acioledged cogniiv
loweit.
..
medicine. architecture, business. etc.-have nonetheless traditionally been Ileared through
aPpreiostip. Moreover, advanced graduals, skdefnw In the humn te, the social sciences.
and the physical sciences, acqire the11r extremely re~ne research Skills through the
apprenticeship they serve with senior researchers. Then they. like an apprentices, must
recognize and resolve the 19-0efne problem that issue out of authentic activity, in contrat to
the well-defined exercises tha are typicaly given to them Inted books and on exams throughout
their earle schooding. It Is al t Stage. in short, that students no longer behave as archeypa
students but participate in the activity of practitners and develop their conceptual understanding
through social interaction and collaboration inthe culture of the domain not of the School.
Social interaction and collaboration play such a central role in this sort of learning that
before concluding this discussion of cognitive apprenticeship, we should highlight their
impxtance. Anid we should emphasize that though we hae been expily*discussing school
education, features of this form of learning. in particular "legitimate peripheral participation" and
clbron are peltlwy relevant to workplace tr iin as well as school learing.
5.3

Social Interaction and the Social Construction of Knowledge
Lave (198Ua) and Lave and Wenger (in preparation) point out the importance for
apprentices of learning their craft in the appropriate communirty of practice, towards the center of
which they continuously progress through gradual enculturation. The apprentice tailors Lave
Studied are surrounded both by master tailors arid by other apprentices. aI engaged with similar
tools in similar authentic actvity. Thi allows apprentices to observe and gradually participate fully
in the practices of the comimnity. The apprentices loarn to use the relevant tools in the context
of their use within the belief system that gives purpose anid meaning to Mhe tasks they undertake.
The knowledge of the community isevidently constructe, acquired developed. distibuted. and
valldted through Intense social interaction.
This sod of Softa Inlevadlion OwNa not be seen as a facet of som distant and exotic
comnity. Resntick hast pointed out (I96) tha throughout most of their Waes people loom and
work collortively, not lndidually, as they are asked to do in many schools Larmpert's and
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SIOenieS wolk dte11Iied Shbo"e. SouduIula, kiefter and SMskmafs (1984) Oteacffng@
wln.wd Pdresa ad boo" t (1664) walk YMl reomW WuI @0
6of so&a a ilploy som*
form of social Miradlmo dft consuucono@6koldge, uWcolaoraft

F

V~~~h~~~n~
uue da a
xh n dnd ledoand hlest systerum developed and
approprIated in part throh conversedon and rratives, so these must be promoted. not
Inhibited. Thouh them are o~e anathema to traitonl scalng. they wre an essential
~comnponent of social Interaction and thus of leaning. They provide access to much of the
dstibuted knowledge w4support of fthsocial matrdx (Orr 1967). So leaning environments
must aMow nanrtWve to circulae and war aoute( to be added to the collecive wisof@ the
coffouuity.
The role of narratives and conversations is perhaps more complex than might at tirst
appear. An lNrtuing robe in learning Ispayed by *e"&tMe peripheral partipation.* whereby
people who are not directly talung part Ina particular activity learn agreat deal from their legitimate
position on the peripher (Lave and Wenger Inpreparation). Itisa rristalce to think that important
discours Inleaftig Is a~y direct and declaraive. This peripheral participation Ispauticularly
imrportant for people entering the culture. They need to observe how qualified practitioners
behave and tOlo get a sense of how expertise Is mariteat Inconversation and other activities.
Cognitive Apprenticeship and CollabioratIve LearnIng
if.as we propose, learning Is a process of encuitrating that Issupported in part through
social irleraction and the circulation of narrative, groups of practitioners are particularly important.
for Itisorgy within groups that social Interaction and conversation can take place.
5.4

Somne of the moat sallent features of group learnin Include:
&. Collecrive problem S"vi. Groups arm rnot just a convenient way to
accmulte the Ildividua knowledg of ther memnbers. They give rise
" -aergleial
Or 01igt 9 1O
and solulons,VWa would not com aout without
tm (Schoen iIn preparation).
b.DWAjOy Nt~le M" Sumoma exection of most indivduai tasm
requre skxndenl o understan the many different roles needed for
carying out tha tUsk. Gaffng one peron to be able to play aN the roles
entasld by authentic activity and to reflect produictively upon his or her
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peroemuice is one of the mfoumental task of educfn. The op
howeverP..
pnwtleruteis to be deplaye and etngendors mriefl.v
noaivs and scussion abot the *1nes of those roles.

aWa elici -. we kUNOw from
C~ oniftotwh ineffece Atrate&-do
an extensive literature on the 5Ibj5C (d~ess 196, 1983, 1966;
Mo~lskay, Cararme and Green 190;. White 1963) tha studentS have
many ,IeCA ce-on about quadtllve phenomna In physics. Teaches
rarely hae the Opportunity to hear erough of what stuent think to
ecgzewhen the information that is offeired back by students is onl a
surface reteting lor school purposes (the hau4nq back at an
wlcs~rehndd tol Uwe dcute tatteb-tn)tatmyms
deep tisconoeptlons; about the physical world and problemn-solving
strategies. Groups. however, can be an eficent means to draw out.
coriont, and iscuss ineffective strategies.
e. Providng co~ebwOave work Afti~. Students who are taught individually
rather than collaboraively can tall to deve"o skills needed for collaborative
work. in the collaborative conditions of the woritplace, knowing how to
lawn and work collaboralively isinceaangi Inqwotant. If people are going
to learn and work in conjunction with others, they must be given the
siated opportiunity to develop those skills.
In lookting at Schoenfeld's and Laroert's teaching, in noting what we believe are
particularly Impoutant feature of their mehods. and instressing inparthcular social interamton and
collaborative learning, we are Wo~ng to show how leaching through a form of apprenticeship can
accommodate the new view of knowledge and learvwng we have been outlining. The increasing
role of the teacher as a master t0 apprnties and the teachers use of aultemc domain activity
asa majoir part of leaching will perhaps once and WoS dismss Shaws scurrilous cftiasn of
teachers with which we opend lW conin may then be replaced with Alexne Pope's more
sinirable wish so
Lot such tsaor

who themselves excel
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CONCLUSION-TOWARD
COGNITION

AN

EPISTEMOLOGY

OP

SITUATED

Agreat deal of work in iweslgang situaed feaue of wo~io remain to be done. it
is.however, already posil to point to areof ediuodon ainiady under serio reaprasa (see,
for exanrq* Remick 198, Share 1966) for which continued research in this area my be
One o1 ihs particularly difficult challenges for educaion. (which many exceptional
teachers may have independently solved) is ho0w to separate what should be made explicit in
teachi" from what should be left Inylci. A commuon strategy In tWyng to overcome difft
pedaoc problemsv Is to mke much npossible explicit. Thus we have enided up with wholly
inappropriate methods of teaching. Whatever the domain, explication lifts implicit and possibly
even rlnonceptual constraints (Cusslns 196) out of the world and tries to mnake them explicit or
conceptual. These then occupy a place in our ontology and become something more to learn
about rather than simply siomethin useful inWearning. Incontrast. index"cu representations seem
to gain their efficency by leow"n agreadeal of the conltext underreprse-te- orblr~l~. Future
work into situated cognition. from which educational practices will benefit, must, amnong other
things. kly to fram a Convincing account of the relationship between explicit knowledge anid
impWii understanding.
We have described here only one parl of the implications of a fully developed theory of
situated cognition. The mai theoretical work to shift the traditional focus of epistemology
remains to be done. For centuries epsatemologists have concentrated primarily on conceptual
representation and its problemnatic relation to objects inthe world, assuing that representation is
cognltvel Prior to all eleo. This has led them to bat with the seemingly intractable question of
reference-t poblemelic alignment of conceptual representatins of the world and oboecs in
the world. Atheory of situatd cognition suggests that activity and perception are importsnt" and
RcoMnceP!ua leve-to cocetului and that it is on them that
eplteolgialy prio-at a 11
mnore attention needs to be focused. An episemology tha begons with activity and perception.
which awe first and foremost embedded in the wol. may simply bypass the classical problem of
reference-of Ming conceptual representats.
In educational terms alone, however, the unheralded importance of activity and
encuituration to learring suggests that much common practice is the product of an inadequate
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epistemology. This further w0ges that a new eptemkology niht hold the key 10 a ramadc
nlyew I wto N du060om
wrove"e in Wa n ig and corp
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